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General Comment

I hereby request that you REJECT the request by Southern California Edison for a "License Amendment" to
restart the failed San Onofre nuclear generator(s) until your proper oversight is completed as specified below.

This request for fast-track approval of a San Onofre restart without any public hearings or full and transparent
procedure that we deserve, is just a ploy to keep San Onofre back in the ratepayers pockets. (and by the way,
when can we expect a refund of the money ratepayers have been paying for zero power since the shutdown?)

I request a Fully Adjudicated Public License Amendment Hearing process before any restart, including through
Independent safety assessments.

Your first priority should be public safety. Elmo Collins, Nuclear Regulatory Commission said "Our job is to
make sure it's safe."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liRgBFDuxBI

I have seen no reports showing conclusively what the problems were that caused the shut down, nor have I seen
any proposals to actually REPAIR the faulty tubes and whatever else is broken! SUNSI Review Complete
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I also have many questions, but I will hold these for the meetings except for this one:

"NRC is also contemplating requiring filters to capture vented radioactive material." was quoted in an article
here http://cen.acs.org/articles/91/il 3/Nuclear-Retirement-Anxiety.html

Do you plan to install such safety filters at San Onofre?

It is somewhat concerning that one of the reactors has been closed permanently.. Perhaps they all should be
closed permanently.

There is a new question. Edison plans to layoff hundreds of employees and I believe this is on top of other
recent layoffs. Does that leave enough people to run the plant safely? Very important to determine what effect
this will have..

Our families deserve better.

Sincerely,

a concerned grandmother
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